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Abstract
Agriculture played a major role in the development of society since old times. The new paradigm of sustainable growth emphasizes the role of agriculture in economic growth, in ensuring food security, in poverty reduction, in the reduction of income disparities, in the development of the rural area and environmental protection. Fiscal policy is the means by which the government of a country interferes within the economy to stimulate or soothe its growth. Because the application of tax policy affects consumer demand of the society, it is considered that the fiscal policy operates on the market of goods and services units. Romanian Government's vision fiscal policy is focused on ensuring a stimulating role of taxes in order to increase the economic growth, to fiscal consolidation and to development and strengthening the middle class. The purpose of this article is to identify and highlight the impact of fiscal policy on sustainable rural economic development of Romania, in the context of Romanian rural economy realities and needs of the economic and social environment to become competitive on the European market. In order to reach our objective, we have used fundamental research methods consisting in reading of the specialized literature in this field and some articles and studies covering this topic. One of the most important decisions to make is that individual entities become legal entities with legal personality. There are necessary internal and external financing in agriculture based on investment (investment projects), involving agricultural companies and agricultural associations (not individuals bodies). Last but not least, we appreciate that the taxation of agricultural incomes is still a necessity, given the principle of universality tax, leaving it to the experts to determine the dimensions of income rules.
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INTRODUCTION
Fiscal policy in Romania.
Fiscal policy is the means by which the government of a country interferes within the economy to stimulate or soothe its growth. Because the application of tax policy affects consumer demand of the society, it is considered that the fiscal policy operates on the market of goods and services units (Vorzsák and Toader, 2004).

The tools available to the government of a country to implement fiscal policy are:
- taxes – the main source of state revenues. They are paid by both individuals and legal bodies and does not involve any consideration of the State;
- government expenditure – expenses that is government doing in order to cover its consumption needs, or to restore macroeconomic balances.

Depending on the application, fiscal policy can be expansionary or restrictive.

Expansionary fiscal policy is achieved by reducing taxes or increasing government spending. Such policy support economic growth by increasing aggregate demand and creating jobs: increase household disposable income, and thus consumption demand or the state spends more. On the other hand, increased government spending has an exclusionary effect on private investment (crowding out).
Restrictive fiscal policy is achieved by increasing taxes or reducing government expenditure. Implementation of such a policy has the effect of reducing aggregate demand: household disposable income decreases, so it reduces consumption, or reducing government consumption occurs. As a result, the economy may face an economic slowdown or even a recession.

Fiscal policy aims at the assembly of decisions modeling the fiscal system, in structural terms, and ensure its operation in order to achieve the desired aims by public managers with decision-making powers in this area (Corduneanu, 1998).

Equally important are the social objectives that fiscal policy aims to achieve through various activities aimed discounts, tax exemptions for certain socio-professional categories, higher taxation of destructive nature on individual businesses or products (Nuta, 2009).

Three functions of fiscal policy can be highlighted (Musgrave, 1984):
- allocation: it is established when the state must intervene in the economy to correct market failures by identifying their forms and also by efficient allocation of resources to prevent and reduce them;
- distribution: consists of all economic efficiency by stimulating the production of results in the economy, close contact solidarity action relates to those living temporarily in difficult times, fairness when individuals participating in economic life must be paid;
- stabilization: depends on the budgetary policy applied and regional development policy promoted.

Economic growth is GDP growth over a long period of time.

The channels through which taxation can affect the output growth and, by default, the economic growth are the following (Brasoveanu, 2007):
- high taxes discourage investment rate of income tax by applying individual or legal entities, by tax rate related to capital gains and lower depreciation deduction;
- taxes may lead to reduced labor supply, discouraging work or changing the decision on the accumulation of education, skill training;
- fiscal policy has the capacity to discourage increased productivity, by reducing research and development activities that can boost the productivity of capital and labor;
- by replacing investments in sectors with high taxation with lower tax sectors with lower productivity, fiscal policy can affect the marginal productivity of capital;
- large taxation on labor supply can distort efficient use of human capital by discouraging employees to work in sectors with high productivity, but too taxed.

Therefore, taxes that impact production per employee are:
- tax on salaries: although the effect would be to decrease the workload given in economy, there are factors suggesting that in some cases the income tax can increase labor supply;
- tax on capital: lead to lower savings rate and by default of investment and capital stock balance. Increased production per capita is caused by the increased savings rate;
- income taxes: the focus is on the deductibility of interest expenses. Discriminatory treatment of various forms of capital (profit, dividends, savings) can substantially decrease the rate of return on investment;
- proportional tax on consumption (value added tax): VAT does not change the relative prices of present-future consumption, so should not affect the decision to invest in physical capital.

 Romanian Government’s vision fiscal policy is focused on ensuring a stimulating role of taxes in order to increase the economic growth, to fiscal consolidation and to development and strengthening the middle class. Romanian Government’s vision in budgetary policy is characterized by budgetary allocation efficiency on priorities based, by transparency in public spending, by ensuring the multiplier effect of public spending on the real economy. Government’s fiscal policy will work in the service of tax producers rather than in the service of tax collectors, and will be based on a real partnership between the state and the taxpayer. Tax efficiency is observed both in how the taxes collected to the state budget return as the quality of public services and how they provide, in a sustainable way, maintaining and expanding tax bases (http://www.guv.ro).

Rural economic development in Romania.

According to Nemes (2005), integrated rural development is an ongoing process involving outside intervention and local aspirations; aiming to attain the betterment of groups of people...
living in rural areas and to sustain and improve rural values; through the redistribution of central resources, reducing comparative disadvantages for competition and finding new ways to reinforce and utilise rural resources.

Agriculture played a major role in the development of society since old times. The new paradigm of sustainable growth emphasizes the role of agriculture in economic growth, in ensuring food security, in poverty reduction, in the reduction of income disparities, in the development of the rural area and environmental protection (Byerlee et al., 2009).

The macroeconomic context where agriculture and rural communities developed in Romania was the result of political and strategic measures taken on short term, most of them, and included agriculture and its social area as marginal topic. Keeping marginal the rural communities and labeling them as traditional and conservatory built an obstacle in understanding a world that had its own evolution and knew how to preserve social authenticity and normality (Gavrilescu and Giurcă, 2000).

Although Romania ranks the 7th in the EU after France, Spain, Germany, Great Britain, Poland and Italy in terms of agricultural land used, there are significant discrepancies in terms of the weight of agriculture in the GDP between Romania and the EU member states, and between the incomes of the farmers, their living standards, the investment possibilities, the development prospects for agriculture. In order to fulfill its functions, agriculture must develop according to economic principles; there should be social and environmental performance, which imply efficient use of both available and attracted resources. Economic performance means efficiency in a certain system, it is not merely a comparison between effect and effort (Burja, 2011).

Since less than 8% of the population active in agriculture is under 35, given the excessive...
fragmentation of the agricultural land (there are about 3.9 million farms), which caused more inhouse consumption and, implicitly, low profitability, the big farms of over 100 ha represent only 1% of the total of farms that own more than 1 hectare, and since most farms cultivate cereals which have the lowest productivity in the EU, it is hard to imagine that Romania could soon meet the food needs of its own citizens (Barbu, 2011).

Figure 1 shows that France had by far the largest population in predominantly rural regions, a total of 19.5 million persons as of 1 January 2012, equivalent to 17.4% of the EU-27 total. Germany, Poland, Italy and Romania had the next largest populations in predominantly rural regions and together with France these five Member States were home to 60.5% of the EU-27's population found to be living in predominantly rural regions:

In terms of agriculture and rural development fiscal policy, many authors appreciate that must be started from the need of capital injection in economic factors (investments that create jobs, which contribute to production and productivity increase on the agricultural holdings, for infrastructure development in the rural area), from the need to use the available financial resources, through funding mechanisms adequate to the present situation and whose effects should stop the economic decline and eventually generate economic growth (Otiman et al., 2010).

The first investment priority in Romania's agriculture, which must be on the first place in all the strategic programs of agriculture and rural development in Romania (funded both by internal and external resources), should be the investment in the rehabilitation and equipment of the irrigation systems, on an area of about 1.7 million ha, in the shortest time possible (5 years at maximum).

A few recent examples around the world.

The analysis of the fiscal policy in rural development pursued in India reveals that the system as a whole via three stage least squares, where the first stage equations predict the grants in order to deal with the simultaneities of grants received and taxation. The results show that a wage impact on taxation exists, but is very small and, the productivity impact of grants on taxes is negligible. This means that incentives effects associated with the specifics of the intergovernmental fiscal system in the states is the main determinant of village taxation (Jha et al., 2015).

In Nigeria, the problem of political instability, lack of continuity in government policies and programmes, non-implementation of programmes, improper planning, selfishness, corruption, non adherence to corporate governance, lack of transparency have been the bane of agricultural development (Kareem, 2015). In the area of capital budget implementation which adversely affect the fiscal policy of the economy and sustainable development, the following measures are recommended:

- Budget funds should be tied to project requirement and funds should not be thinly spread over many project;
- Government should improve on fiscal transparency by providing regular and accurate information;
- The Government should initiate proper monitoring and evaluating unit with a view to ensuring proper agricultural project implementation that will have direct effect on the welfare of the citizenry.

In China, the fiscal crisis is derived from entrepreneurial governance, represented in rural areas in the early development stage as “local state corporatism” and village debt is precisely an outcome of entrepreneurial governance rather than “excessive welfare”. Under entrepreneurial governance, rural collectives borrowed money from the bank for rental development as well as the provision of public services. The enterprise plays a significant role in local governance. The tight association of enterprises and the state in rural village governance is a feature of this entrepreneurial governance, while in more advanced western economies entrepreneurial governance is less directly seen as the combination of state and market but rather as public and private partnership. Therefore, to tackle the fiscal crisis, the government has to develop proper public finances beyond dependence on rental economies and using the income of rural collectives to fund public services (Desheng and Fulong, 2015).

Fiscal policy in Poland does not provide any financial support for SMEs, which forces them use other sources of financing favouring their competitiveness (Zuzek, 2010). Investigations conducted by the Market Research Agency "Opinia" have pointed to the areas, which should
be changed, improved or adjusted to the needs of enterprises. It would allow offering the opportunities for going out of stagnation. The elements most affecting this process are the following: tax cuts (71.4%), too high costs of labour and social security (60%), and improved terms of credits for companies (53%) (Agencja Badań Rynku “Opinia”, 2008, apud Zuzek, 2010). The author appreciate that one of the most important measure to take is continuity and permanency of financial, state fiscal and investment policy ensuring competitiveness on domestic and international markets for ecologically pure products manufactured using more modern technologies.

Low tax collection effectiveness and an extensive VAT gap seems to be the most serious issues for tax administration in Slovakia. The number of tax inspections is the highest in Romania, together with the Czech Republic. In the case of Slovakia, tax administration problems and tax inspection are below the average of selected European countries (Orviska, 2014). Based on the results of the regressions, the authors appreciate that rural firms are more involved in the shadow economy, because perceptions of competing against informal sector firms is the highest in this case. Despite this fact, the tax inspections seem to be slightly less common in these firms in the EU. The quality of the institution seems to be one of the determinants of tax evasion. From this point of view ensuring the quality of the tax administration is a crucial factor in the fight against tax evasion. Based on a comparison among selected countries, the authors expect that the main challenges for tax administration in Slovakia are mostly the improving of tax collection efficiency and reducing the VAT tax gap. The time to prepare and pay taxes is very extensive in Romania, Ukraine and Moldova. In their opininion, Slovakia is significantly below the average of selected countries for this indicator and this should be positive for taxpayers but could be partly responsible for the higher costs of tax administration in Slovakia. The high level of the VAT gap in Romania and Latvia could be partially the consequence of a disproportionally low share of tax administration stuff devoted to tax verification compared to other countries. Finally, the authors appreciate that these issues should be further researched by regression analysis to shed more light on this problem. Corruption in tax administration is likely to drop sharply in recent years in all of the selected countries, which is a very positive trend in the fight against tax evasion.

The LEADER (Liaisons Entre Actions de Developpement de l’Economie Rurale) community initiative is based on the principles of endogenous development and neo-endogenous development, the most important of which are: the bottom-up approach, participation in decision-making, public-private partnerships, inter-territorial cooperation and networks, integrated rural development, the most effective use of local assets and resources, the promotion of innovation and economic diversification. In its first three iterations, LEADER was delivered through autonomous local action groups (LAGs) that were generally constituted as cross-sectoral partnerships and which directly engaged local people in managing and implementing rural development projects in their territories. Since 2007, however, LEADER has been integrated with other rural development measures in Pillar 2 of the Common Agricultural Policy through regional rural development plans, a significant change that has contributed to the dilution of the participatory and bottom-up principles underpinning LEADER’s original philosophy. From its outset in 1991, LEADER has been identified with a shift in rural development strategy from top-down, state-led modernisation programmes to a new paradigm of endogenous rural development in which rural communities determine their own development trajectories through the optimum use of local resources (Ray 1998; van der Ploeg et al. 2000).

A study realised in two regions – in Spain (Andalusia) and the UK (Wales) – revealed that even in the earlier phases LAG managers had to contend with obstacles such as bureaucracy and the excessive involvement of local authorities (Navarro et al, 2016). The authors appreciate about the managers and their colleagues in LAGs that the competing pressures of central bureaucracy and local accountability have been skillfully negotiated to produce tangible social and economic benefits for rural areas. The result was a dialogue and process of hybridisation between old and new in rural areas: old and new inhabitants, old and new economies and old and new ways of planning and making decisions.
The aim of the paper.

The purpose of this article is to identify and highlight the impact of fiscal policy on sustainable rural economic development of Romania, in the context of Romanian rural economy realities and needs of the economic and social environment to become competitive on the European market.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to reach our objective, we have used fundamental research methods consisting in reading of the specialized literature in this field and some articles and studies covering this topic.

In order to establish and analyse the state and the performance of the Romanian rural economy development in the European context and from the historical perspective, we have used the data provided by the National Institute of Statistics Romania, Institute of Social Economy, European Commission or World Bank Organization and by national statistics and by various national and international publications that we assessed and interpreted. Our methods have been: analysis, synthesis, comparison, deduction and induction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I. In terms of dimension and structure, as well as functionality, the Romanian rural area has a major importance for the national territory.

According to the World Bank data (http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/), the main agriculture indicators evolution in Romania is detailed in Tabel 1, representing 46% in total population of Romania.

The active population in agriculture represents about 30% of the country's active population (http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SL.AGR.EMPL.ZS/countries).

Considerating the data in Tabel 1, we have to accept that agriculture and rural development must be the backbone of the romanian rural economy. No rural development program (internal or external) can be designed without agriculture having an essential role. All the strategies and programs for agriculture have the sustainable rural development as the base principle, as sustainable economic growth factor. This means a strong rural economy, based on a modern rural infrastructure, adequate technical utilities of the rural territory, rational use of renewable natural resources in the economic flow, natural environment and landscape protection and as a result, acceptable rural living standard, comparable to that in the EU.

The rural development of rural areas, both from the economic and social, habitat and cultural (conservation of traditional cultural values) point of view, presupposes, first of all, the development of economic activities, increase in the quality of working and living conditions, by the access to facilities similar to the urban areas, thus creating the necessary conditions for maintaining the population, mainly the young population, in the rural areas.

One of the first investment priority in Romania's agriculture, which must be on the first place in all the strategic programs of agriculture and rural development in Romania (funded both by internal and external resources), should be the investment in the rehabilitation and equipment of the irrigation systems.

II. According to NISR, the average size of farms in the EU-27 is 14.3 ha and in Romania is 3.45 ha, working 1.86 persons/farm. The utilized agricultural area which returned on average per farm without legal personality was 1.95 ha, compared with 1.73 ha in 2002. The agriculture area returned an average farm with legal personality was 190.78 ha, compared to 274.43 ha in 2002.

By association, according to Law 36/1991, Law 566/2004, the agricultural societies and other forms of association in agriculture, were

Tab. 1. The agriculture evolution in Romania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator/Year</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of population</td>
<td>9,348,183</td>
<td>9,275,922</td>
<td>9,208,443</td>
<td>9,144,468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of population (%)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture land (ha)</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>60.7</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>60.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural irrigation land (%)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture GDP (%)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/
constituted by landowners, associative units - family associations and agricultural associations with legal personality (agricultural societies). Owners may constitute remember and businesses under Law 31/1990 (there are different types of such companies, are the most numerous type of limited liability companies). These companies are the result of the event entrepreneurship in agriculture. The entrepreneur has the initiative, assume certain risks, that's right, and has calculated some motivation.

The number of small farms, who used an agricultural area up to 1 ha, decreased in 2010 compared to 2002 by about 150,000 farms (6.9%), they continued to hold an important share of around 54% of all agricultural holdings with a utilized agricultural area. Family farms (households) are numerically predominant (over 4 million) and in terms of total area and other resources owned, and most are not legal entities, but individual entities. Unfortunately, these entities without legal personality are fully not subject to taxation and does not really help to Romania’s fiscal budget. Therefore, from this perspective, one of the most important decisions to make is that individual entities become legal entities with legal personality.

According to AM NRDP (2013), the association in agriculture remains limited, manufacturers are still faced with problems of information, mentality, but also overtaxation and management. In the period 2000 - 2010, there is a tendency to increase agricultural associations, however, their share remains small, with regional variability. About 150 agricultural cooperatives registered nationally, active especially in the South East (20.4%). This number is considerably lower than in other countries: while in Holland the degree of organization is 100% and the EU average is 34%, in Romania degree of organization of producers is extremely low, less than 1%.

The reasons are both social - with reference to the former agricultural cooperatives and distrust among rural households - and financial investment in a context of very limited resources for farmers and additional costs related to the registration and operation of a cooperative (accounting, VAT etc.). Membership is very low agricultural cooperatives, associations and cooperatives covering only 13.2% of the total arable land in 2010, decreasing to 15.7% recorded in the 2002 Agricultural Census (www.ies.org.ro).

It appears so the strong need for counseling and advice on the operation of associative forms plus access to capital and taxation. In a first step, it needs community facilitation; bringing together farmers gives them the opportunity to discuss the problems faced in their work and identify potential solutions. The next step involves a process of coagulation of the group, working in association definition, identifying the legal form of association with the analysis of the implications arising from the legal form, a plan of organizational development and business plan.

III. For the EU countries with developed agriculture, the new Common Agricultural Policy - Health Check fits like a glove, but for Romania’s agriculture this is not the case: the funds that reach the farmers by the single area payment scheme (SAPS), of about 160 € / arable ha (direct payments from the EU budget + complementary payments from the national budget), i.e. 720 RON/ha (at the current exchange rate), in the case of non-commercial (subsistence and semi-subsistence) agricultural holdings, covering more than 60% of the country’s total agricultural area, are rather used as an allocation for farmers, in the best case as necessary funds for covering a minimum part of the yearly production costs. These amounts are largely used as “social protection”, for covering certain expenses that are absolutely necessary for the rural households.

In our opinion, there are necessary internal and external financing in agriculture based on investment (investment projects), involving agricultural companies and agricultural associations (not individuals bodies). For the national economy, this approach has obvious benefits for agriculture financing:
- carries out all activities (both investment and agricultural) in a legal regime, fiscal and monetary controllable, avoiding tax evasion;
- increase the level of responsibility of those involved;
- further funding possibilities are diverse, creating multiplier effect in national economy;
- can achieve a higher level of food quality control;
- creates multiple possibilities for collaboration with other related industries, but also the direction of value chains in agriculture.
IV. Since 1 February 2013, by Government Ordinance 8/2013, tax is levied on income from agricultural activities, income standards based on income from land cultivation, animal breeding and exploiting held under any title, including those leased, regardless whether or not evidence recovery products. Until this date, farm incomes were not taxed. However, the current tax sets a series of income rules, allowing semi-subsistence farms and subsistence not to pay any tax. We appreciate that the taxation of agricultural incomes is still a necessity, given the principle of universality tax, leaving it to the experts to determine the dimensions of income rules.

According to GEO 6/2015, starting June 1, 2015, the Government dropped all basic food VAT from 24% to 9%. For this decrease in VAT on food will benefit the entire population, but most will feel the Romans with modest incomes, where food represents the largest share of expenditure. We appreciate that for the middle class might have been best measure to general VAT decrease to 20%, which would have given a boost and long use goods market, services market, auto market etc.

Probably lower prices to the end consumer will not be maximal. Food prices should fall by 12.1% - but less where raw material (fuel, fertilizers etc.) is still taxed at standard rate. But manufacturers and retailers will be able to increase profit margins and to inject additional resources in their businesses either investment or new hires or revenue increases for employees.

Advisor to Prime Minister on macroeconomic issues estimated that reducing VAT on food will contribute 9% and increase potential growth by boosting consumption and investment "VAT reduction measure will help to increase potential growth (from 3% to 4% 2015) by boosting consumption and investment and boost - along with tax exemption on reinvested profit, reduced by 5 percent and social security contributions schemes minimis aid and SME - creating new jobs, improve the collection and will reduce tax evasion. “In his opinion, will be the by default stimulus for consumption and offer greater and more competitive food and drinks, “throwing a hand far agrifood sector, a strategic sector for Romania” (http://agrointel.ro/32437/cine-pierde-si-cine-castiga-din-reducerea-tva-la-alimente/).

CONCLUSION

The entities without legal personality in Romania are fully not subject to taxation and does not really help to Romania’s fiscal budget. Therefore, from this perspective, one of the most important decisions to make is that individual entities become legal entities with legal personality.

The funds that reach the farmers by the single area payment scheme (SAPS), in the case of non-commercial (subsistence and semi-subsistence) agricultural holdings, covering more than 60% of the country’s total agricultural area, are rather used as an allocation for farmers, in the best case as necessary funds for covering a minimum part of the yearly production costs. These amounts are largely used as “social protection”. There are necessary internal and external financing in agriculture based on investment (investment projects), involving agricultural companies and agricultural associations (not individuals bodies).

One of the first investment priority in Romania’s agriculture, which must be on the first place in all the strategic programs of agriculture and rural development in Romania (funded both by internal and external resources), should be the investment in the rehabilitation and equipment of the irrigation systems.

Also, we expect that one of the successful policies in terms of sustainable development of the rural economy in the European Union to overcome the inconveniences caused by an inadequate tax system, could be the continuing implementation of Leader initiative and any other form of association and cooperation between farmers.

Last but not least, we appreciate that the taxation of agricultural incomes is still a necessity, given the principle of universality tax, leaving it to the experts to determine the dimensions of income rules.

ABREVIATIONS

AM NRDP – Managing Authority for the National Rural Development Programme
EU – European Union
GEO – Government Emergency Ordinance
GDP – Gross Domestic Product
LAG – Local action groups
NISR – National Institute of Statistics Romania
SME – Small and Medium Enterprise
VAT – Value Added Tax
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